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Introduction to the 2013 Edition
This project first stirred in 2008, as a commission for Backbone Youth Arts. 
Not long before, having spent our twenties attempting various contributions 
to the cultural life of the city where we were born, and watching the departure 
of one talented, hard-working friend after another, Emily and I had moved 
to Melbourne, and founded Elbow Room. Fraser Corfield and Andrew Cory 
— a pair not easily deterred — approached me to return and write a script 
around the experiences of young people in late-1970s Brisbane, an era then 
experiencing renewed interest through work like Andrew Stafford’s Pig City, 
focusing around clashes between police and the burgeoning music scene. 

Prehistoric is an act of imagination. We weren’t ‘there’ in 1979. For those that 
were, who’ve been kind enough to talk to us, we heard that a lot has changed in 
Queensland since the Bjelke-Petersen era. There are also things that haven’t; or, 
more precisely, there are fears that might have changed their names, silences that 
haven’t gone away, conversations that we’re still not having, rights that we still don’t 
know we have, or aren’t yet prepared to extend to those who disagree with us. 

There isn’t space here for me to attempt a polemic, even if it could make a 
difference. Whatever room we enter, we bring our history, our formed positions, 
our habits and prejudices. Whatever ‘side’ we think we’re on, whenever we leave 
a theatre with those certainties intact, an opportunity’s been wasted somewhere. 
That’s the spirit that resonated with me from Western popular art of the time, and 
that restlessness — a willingness to ask the hard questions, to risk disappointment, 
hostility, and irrelevance, in pursuit of a better version of ourselves — is something 
we all have to find in our own time, with our own collaborators. 

So we formed our own band, and played our own music, because we could think 
of no better tribute. 

Marcel Dorney
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Notes
4 Characters 

DEB STATION
NICK EVERYTHING
PETE FENDER
RACHEL PRIVILEGE

Notes on the text:

• A dash — as dialogue indicates a non–verbal response, specifically as a cue for 
the dialogue that follows.  Such dashes may be punctuated (e.g. — ?) as a guide 
to intention.

• A slash / in a spoken line indicates the cue point for the following 
(‘overlapping’) dialogue.

• Brackets ( ) usually suggest a shift in communicative intention towards the 
audience, though sometimes this shift is the character talking to themselves.



Thirteen hot nights in a row
Cars move past, but they move slow
A million people staying low …
I start to feel I’m being used
In a scheme that’s being hidden from public view
I don’t want it
let down
My own hopes
for this town …
– Ed Kuepper
‘Brisbane (Security City)’
The Saints, Prehistoric Sounds (1978)
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Prehistoric

1
Four actors — BRIGID, GRACE, SAHIL, and ZAK — 
enter, to the sounds of the 1970s Holden advertisement 
‘Football, Meat Pies, Kangaroos and Holden Cars’.

BRIGID begins by offering the appropriate 
acknowledgment of the traditional custodians of the land 
on which the performance is taking place, and paying 
respect to their elders.

SAHIL Now — that wouldn’t have happened in 1977.

GRACE But we’re not judging.

ZAK … not our job.

BRIGID The computer in your pocket?
 It’s 1977. It does not exist.

ZAK All the phones are tied to the wall.

BRIGID All the computers belong to corporations.

SAHIL All the music is on flat vinyl discs.

GRACE The people whose ancestors have lived on the continent of 
Australia since the beginning of time, whose sovereignty 
was never ceded?

 At this point, in 1977, you’ve been counted by the 
government as human beings for ten whole years.

BRIGID The government and police force of the Australian state 
of Queensland —
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SAHIL — just a moment, we’ll get to that. 
 [to us:] There is no Internet.
 Yeah. Take a moment, this one’s hard.

BRIGID You exist only on paper files in a government building —

GRACE — and in your own body.

ZAK Your inner life? 

SAHIL Your soul? 

GRACE Your breakfast? 

BRIGID It goes unrecorded. 

ZAK It will not affect the shape of the future.

GRACE  History — has not yet begun.

The space changes: light and heat.

SAHIL Me-an-jin.

ZAK Traditional lands of the Turrbal and Yagera peoples.

GRACE Also known as Brisbane, capital of the state of Queensland, 
in the Commonwealth of Australia.

BRIGID It is June the 6th.

ZAK 1977.

BRIGID On this day, one hundred and twenty six years previously, 
the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain signed 
a bit of paper, making this land —

GRACE — and a casual three quarters of a million square miles to 
the north and west — 

SAHIL  — a Self-Governing Colony of the British Empire.

ZAK Queeeenslaaand.
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GRACE Today is also The Royal Silver Jubilee of her successor, 
Queen Elizabeth — The Second.

ZAK Sun. Hammering down on a low-set brick house, in a 
suburb full of ’em.

 From Pete’s brother’s old room, Pete can hear the television. 
Television’s got three channels. All three channels got people 
cheering for the Queen of fuckin England.

GRACE Twenty-five kilometres north, behind a white picket fence: 
Rachel, at her desk, with three books open, because Rachel 
is going to beat those snobby bitches at English.

SAHIL About halfway between them, inside an all-male sauna — 
which is also the physics classroom of a inner-city Catholic 
high school — Nick watches, as the chalkboard fills, slowly, 
like your throat when you drown.

BRIGID A suburb to the west, Deb is walking to her evening shift 
at the lab, past the park that she — without really knowing 
it — avoids, because she’s white.

SAHIL Now, these four people may look like you and I.
 But what they’re going through, we can scarcely imagine.

ZAK Four human beings slowly and deliberately put to death, 
by a method now lost to time.

BRIGID An experience you can’t have anymore.

GRACE Except here, in this room.

ZAK Boredom. 

GRACE Real boredom.

BRIGID Soon you’ll feel it too.

Pause. They smile.

SAHIL [softly:] /Yeaaaah.
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GRACE When you feel it, just tell yourself: /‘It’s OK.

ZAK ‘It’s OK. Very soon, this feeling will be interrupted by an act 
of shocking violence.’

The Holden ad is heard again.

BRIGID becomes DEB; GRACE becomes RACHEL; ZAK 
becomes PETE; SAHIL becomes NICK. 

PETE All arvo, Mum’s had the telly on, weeping … while Dad 
takes advantage of a day off to hit the piss.

RACHEL I — resist the impulse to drop the needle on the Patti Smith 
record, because I do not want that conversation with my 
father right now.

DEB Every time I go past this house by the park, door’s open, 
radio’s on. University station — Triple Zed.

 It’s usually playing Rock.
 Not gonna lie, I hate Rock, Rock is shit, it’s fucking everywhere 

— leering men in horrible trousers … When they sing 
 [high:] WO MAN
 I experience actual nausea.

RACHEL The only record that won’t bring Dad busting in is — Joni 
Mitchell, because it was Mum’s, and when I play it, it’s like —

She breaks off, and shakes her head.

 — so there’s two Rachels. One listens to Patti Smith and the 
Saints, and punches the air, and laughs at ignorant hateful 
bitches … and the other me, listens to Joni Mitchell and cries, 
because tomorrow, she’‘ll go to school with girls like this:

 ‘I reckon maybe if you cry enough your Mummy’ll come back to 
life? but when she sees you? I reckon she’ll kill herself again.’

 I love you, Joni, but you can’t explain these people to me — 
and you can’t help me finish my angry essay about how this 
very rich woman on the other side of the planet is STILL 
our head of state, and how two years ago her representative 
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got rid of the government we’d elected. That is gonna take 
the other Rachel — and the other Rachel needs the radio. 
University station. Triple Zed.

She dives for the radio and starts plugging in an earpiece.

DEB  When I get to work, the computer’s on the blink again.
 I say ‘computer’ — This thing is pretty small for 1977, only 

takes up half a room? My first day here, I got the big talk — 
‘now this machine, see, love, it’s pretty complicated’, et cetera 
— but it stops working all the time, takes ages for anyone to 
come fix it, and I get Soooo Boooored that I start reading the 
manual … and then I find a screwdriver. 

 Next thing you know, it stops breaking down, and no-one can 
figure out why, suits me fine, as long as they leave me alone.

PETE Three in in the arvo, Dad’s gotten serious, you can tell, 
volume’s up on the telly, alcohol affects his [points to his 
ear] — whatyoucallit from the factory — tinnitus — ! 

NICK The physics classroom overlooks the carpark.
 Daniel’s sitting in front of me. Daniel is Cool, and so of 

course, he and I never spoken.

DEB — I’ve just started replacing the main panel —

RACHEL — I switch the radio on — 

DEB — I hear the door —

RACHEL — shove the earpieces in quickly —

PETE grabs the microphone. There is the sound of static.

 — one hundred and two and a bit to the right and —

The static resolves.

PETE [as Glen, on microphone:] ‘And what are you up to then, 
Deb Raa?’

DEB Hi Glen.
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RACHEL (Dammit … )

DEB Through his little chipmunk glasses, Glen peers at a young 
woman, up to her elbows in a machine about which he 
understands nothing.

PETE [as Glen:] What have you done to it?

DEB It’s fi —
 — s

PETE What?

DEB It’s, ah, — I — I fixed it.

PETE [as Glen:] You fixed it, did you. That’s a good one.

NICK ( … kill me.)

DEB I say nothing.

PETE [as Glen:] You know, Deb Raa, I don’t have to tell anyone 
about this.

 But then the question is, what you’re going to do for me —

DEB Glen is suddenly really close to me.

PETE [as Glen:] — Debbie.

DEB Tell you what, Glen. This is what I’m gonna do for you.

 I am going to not stab you in the throat. I am going to 
not drag your unconscious body down the hall, past the 
tacked up pictures of naked women, not throw you on 
the administrators’ lunch table, not drag your trousers 
down, not grab a butter knife, not tell the chief admin 
straight to his fat complacent purple face that WOMEN’S 
LIBERATION DOES NOT HAVE TO LOOK LIKE THIS, 
MATE, BUT THAT IS ENTIRELY UP TO YOU. And I will 
not use his butter knife to castrate — 

 Glen’s hand — is on my thigh. And I haven’t said a word.
 I.
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PETE [as Glen:] ‘I.’ What?

DEB I’ve got my p-period.

Pause.

PETE [as Glen:] Go home.

DEB I am silent.

PETE [as Glen:] You tell anyone about this, you stupid dyke? Don’t 
bother coming in tomorrow.

DEB I remain silent, as I walk into the flat, bright Brisbane afternoon.

NICK Heat sits on the city, like a hand on a mouth.

DEB It’s not until I get to the park that my legs give way.

PETE stands up.

PETE Fuck this.

NICK Two floors down, there’s this sudden flash and rumble as a 
dark metallic blue Torana starts to burn out.

DEB roars like an engine.

DEB — FUUUUUUCCCK YOOOOU — !!

RACHEL — there it is — !

NICK Zzzzhooooung

PETE I turn the radio on —

DEB there’s a sound from the house —

NICK — out of the windows —

RACHEL into the earpieces —

DEB — something —
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NICK — what is that … ? 

RACHEL hums the opening riff of ‘This Perfect Day’.

 — then it lands —

PETE starts stamping along to the drumbeat that kicks in. 
RACHEL keeps humming the riff.

 I don’t even realise I’m standing up.

DEB — the clouds slide across the sun —

NICK Until this beautiful chill —

RACHEL drunnng

DEB — the light changes colour —

RACHEL drunng

NICK — the hand lifts, and I can see — 

RACHEL starts to softly sing along to herself, to what she 
hears through the earpiece.

NICK ‘Fuck, it’s the Saints’.

RACHEL and PETE keep pounding their feet to the beat.

 And — Daniel is looking at me like I’ve just stood up and 
sworn in physics class, which is, in fact, what I’ve done 
— but now he knows — that I know — this is the Saints — 
and this — must be — 

He can’t hide his huge grin.

 — their new /song —

It’s suddenly everywhere.

The sound fades slightly, as DEB is heard.
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DEB you stare back over the park, at the city in the sunshine;
 and the tears are a real surprise, because the anger, the 

frustration, you knew all that, but —
 — you don’t make a sound like that
 unless you’re furious 
 at something you love —

The music surges back up.

The sound cuts out.

PETE Oh, yeah —
 By now Dad’s busted through the door —

RACHEL — grabbed the radio, pulled the cord out —

NICK Teacher’s standing over me —

PETE your mother’s tryna watch the telly, you grub

RACHEL — shaking his head —

NICK — flexing the cane —

PETE — like he’s tryna get me to fight him, again.

NICK Sir, with respect: go fuck yourself.

PETE Full back of the knuckles across the jaw.

RACHEL — then the wave, that hot red wave —

PETE — here it comes —

RACHEL — the shame, like he’s caught me touching myself —

NICK Cane comes down, like a door slammed on your hand.

A sound hits PETE across the jaw, NICK across the hand: 
RACHEL stands up.

RACHEL I push past my father —
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PETE Through the wall, the Holden ad on the telly.

RACHEL — if he sees me crying, that’s it.

NICK Down two flights, my hands on fire.

PETE ‘FOOTBALL MEAT PIES KANGAROOS AND 
HOLDEN CARS’

NICK All I can hear —

PETE — like a stream of spew —

RACHEL — how am I ever gonna explain?

PETE — tryna drown what the music gives ya —

NICK — this angry and pink and black and funny and 
beautiful sound —

PETE — ‘it’s not just you’ —

NICK — loud enough inside your head, it makes you go quiet —

RACHEL — everything we try so hard to ignore —

NICK — and think, does it have to be like this?

RACHEL what, do I reckon I can change it?

PETE It’s not just you.

DEB — Turn the sound up —

RACHEL — no-one’s listening —

DEB — Drown that voice out —

NICK ‘no-one cares’

DEB ‘shut up and take it’

RACHEL ‘you’re such a cliché’
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PETE — that’s what TV does —

NICK ‘no-one cares what you think’

PETE — that’s what the TV’s for —

RACHEL ‘what’s fuckin wrong with you — ?’

DEB Stop. Crying.

RACHEL ‘ — ugly lesbian bitch — ?’

PETE I want to spew, but there’s something pressing down on 
my throat —

Silence.

RACHEL Get my breath under control.

DEB Wipe my eyes.

NICK Start to add it up —
 — what I’m gonna sell, to get that sound.

RACHEL I take my essay, I rip it in half
 and I start again.

DEB I turn
 and I’m walking back
 towards that open door.

PETE I stand up.

The rest of them vanish.

 I go out to the hall closet 
 I get my brother’s cricket bat
 I go into the front room
 Dad’s on the couch.
 Looks up — eyes widen at the bat —
 G’day Dad.
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Addresses the audience.

 At this point I’m eighteen. Out of school two years. 
Unemployed.

 I haven’t met Deb — haven’t met Rachel — haven’t met Nick —
 haven’t heard the words ‘psychic self-defense’
 but it isn’t that complicated a concept really —

PETE smacks the bat into the television, hard. It crashes to 
the ground.

 Well, Mum would have heard that from the kitchen.

Smashes the bat down on the television.

 That’s right, I am crazy. There’s something wrong with me.

Holds the bat, staring at them.

 [of television:] Nothing wrong with this. This is perfect. 

Smashes the bat down.

 WORKS PERFECTLY
 DOES EXACTLY WHAT IT SAYS IT’S GONNA DO

Smash.

 I just want you to know, Mum — 
 Dad —  
 I’m doing this for your own good.

Pause.

 At this point, probably best to cut forward.

PETE in silhouette. DEB’s voice.

DEB Eighteen months later.
 Late January, 1979.
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2
The Saints’ ‘Know Your Product’, very loud, as the lights 
rise on RACHEL.

RACHEL Strange bathroom. Morning. 
 I push open the window, and it hits me — the stink of 

tropical genesis, like a blanket full of old fruit —

She vomits.

 Hello, Brisbane. I am back.

She drags herself upright, and shivers.

 I catch sight of a strange girl in the mirror. 

 [Heavy Queensland accent:] Dun’t look like she’s from 
around here ay. 

She pulls herself together.

 Come back out, to the loungeroom that I crashed in —

DEB is setting up a drum kit. She’s finding it difficult to lift 
one of her arms.

 Deb … ? is setting up what I realise is a drumkit — and last 
night comes back to me in a rush. 

 Hey — 

DEB looks up at her.

DEB Hey.

She goes back to the drumkit.

RACHEL That, last night, with the cops, and, um —
 Does that — 

She sways, and has to sit down.
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 — is that, like, unusual?

DEB That’s — pretty standard, really.

RACHEL Right. Wow.
 What, ah, what happened to the money?

DEB —

RACHEL Did they take it?

DEB Nah, we got most of it out.
 [To us:] Alright so last night I guess I was a fair bit more 

talkative or I doubt I’d be in this situation.
 I’m watching the first band set up and this person —

We see RACHEL as she was last night.

 — she’s up from Sydney, knows Leanne, asks me do I want 
a beer, and I guess I must have nodded, and she’s like —

RACHEL I didn’t know this happened here, wow, who are all 
these people — ?

DEB and then the bands start, we drink more beer, it’s a warm 
evening, and no-one looks like a cop … so this girl’s 
talking to me about listening to Triple Zed in school, and 
the Jubilee special, and I inform her — 

 ‘yes, well, that was when I started volunteering, don’t you 
know’ and she says 

RACHEL that’s amazing — !
 [to us:] It’s really weird but I feel like it’s OK to be 

enthusiastic here? in Sydney, everyone leans against things 
like they’ve done so many drugs they’re about to die? and 
it’s really cool the first dozen times? but there’s something 
super daggy and comfortable about this whole set up, and 
this girl doesn’t seem to give a rat’s about anything — 

She glances at DEB, who makes her nervous. 
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 — which means I end up spouting awful crap —

They’re back there, talking over a band.

 — but like SO WHAT, sure, Sydney’s full of good bands, but 
I don’t like ‘good bands’? I fuckin hate ’em actually? cause 
‘good’ just means SOUNDS LIKE EVERY OTHER BAND. I 
Like Great Bands. 

DEB Great.

RACHEL But what I love, though? is bands that are great because 
they’re terrible, like this one — !

DEB Ahyeh, this is Robert’s new band.

RACHEL Which one’s Robert — ?

DEB The one whose mum dressed him.

RACHEL giggles. DEB smiles.

 — and then it’s halfway through Xero’s set and they’re really 
loud and mental and this Rachel chick is yelling in my ear —

RACHEL ‘I wanna be in a band! are you in a band? wanna be in a band?’ 

DEB — and I had drunk enough that I squeal back — 
 ‘There’s A Drum Kit At My Place!’
 Next thing you know — Razar’s on. 
 This is the pointy end of the night, the kids start jamming 

the hall — texta on their school uniforms, paper clips in 
their ears — but they love Razar, cause Razar play all the 
British Punk Hits! and it was obvious that everyone who still 
remotely had their shit together, kind of including me, we’re 
gonna have to do The Run.

 Sneak the money and the equipment out the back, while the 
band’s still playing. Because of what —

She winces at the memory of her rib being broken.

 — seriously does fuckin happen every time.
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RACHEL When it happened —
 You know in a nightmare, when everything’s fine? and 

BANG! People running everywhere and there’s dozens of cops. 
 I run. I stumble, I get up, this kid goes down next to me. 

Three cops just swoop on this guy, about my age, about my 
size. I see the batons, then the boot —

 And the cop looks at me.
 Even in the flashing red and blue, people running 

everywhere, I can see — he can’t be any older than I am. 
And he isn’t wearing a badge. None of ’em are.

 The look in his eyes, the curl of his lip — 
 — he comes up off his haunches, baton up, and I just bolt — 

She’s back in DEB’s loungeroom. Her hands twitch, as if 
looking for something to write with.

 [To DEB:] You got a pen?

DEB What?

RACHEL A pen.

DEB No.

RACHEL Okay.

DEB winces.

 Are you alright — ?

DEB Happens.

RACHEL You got hit?

DEB laughs a little strangely.

DEB — well, yeah, but I mean — that’s what beer’s for, though, 
isn’t it.

RACHEL How many people actually got — arrested, you think — ?
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DEB [Stares at her.]
 You’re serious.

RACHEL Of course I am.

DEB Taskforce don’t arrest people.

RACHEL They don’t?

DEB Hardly ever.

RACHEL —
 They just come and beat ’em up?

DEB No paperwork.

RACHEL [Stares at her.]
 That’s why —

DEB — they take the badges off, yeah.

RACHEL [Laughs.]
 Okay. Wow. In Sydney —

DEB ( — hm — )

RACHEL — a few psychos might throw some glasses and chain each other, 
and everyone’s like that gig was so violent God wow. But that —

She shakes her head.

 — if that did happen, it’d be all over the papers.

DEB [Laughs, for longer this time.]
 How long you been in — Sydney?

RACHEL Year.

DEB Uni?

RACHEL Anthropology.

DEB — you told me that.
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RACHEL Yes.

DEB You — okay?

RACHEL —
 I ran.

DEB Good.

RACHEL Sorry.

DEB No, I’m glad. You’re pretty quick, we should have given you 
the money.

RACHEL You’d trust me with it?

DEB [smiling] Are you a cop?

RACHEL —
 Ohhhh — fuck. 

DEB — ?

RACHEL Yeah, right, I should tell you — ? I told this guy to come round.

DEB Uh-huh.

RACHEL He’s bringing a guitar.

NICK is suddenly visible.

NICK I dress carefully in exactly what I was wearing when I met 
her, and then I drop the needle on the Gang.

 Duh duh — daaaang …
 Just the first 30 seconds, then it keeps running through you 

the whole way there, 
 Duh duh — dah — DOONG — die-ang-ang-ng-ng …
 — because, y’know, it’s 1979 and no-one’s invented a 

portable music player —
 du-duhhhh — DNG!
 ‘At Home He Feels Like A Tourist — ’ 
 — okay —
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He flicks the needle off the record.

 — Scccrkkk —
 Out the door with a guitar and a bunch of records, and it’s 

a hot day in Brisbane, and my clothes don’t make a lot of 
sense, but I look good, and I’m going to see this girl, and 
her name is Rachel, so when the horns sound — braaa — 
FUCKIN CURRY FAGGOT — I can just —

He grooves behind his shades.

 Down On The Disco Floor / They Make Their Profits
 But — I am asking myself why didn’t she just tell me the 

address, why I’ve got all these directions to remember …

RACHEL It’s a trick I picked up? from this guy who taught us? If 
a person follows complicated instructions, they’re more 
likely to endow the activity with significance.

DEB I do not know what you are talking about.

RACHEL It’s anthropology? It’s a social science.

DEB [to audience:] I’m about to say something when this — 
fashion victim appears in the doorway.

NICK — hi.

RACHEL Hi. 

NICK — hi.

RACHEL Have you got a pen?

NICK Um — yeah.

RACHEL You’re amazing.

DEB [to us:] Let’s cut forward five minutes.
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3
DEB puts a tape recorder on the floor. NICK plugs into 
an amplifier.

RACHEL pulls out a piece of paper, covered with scrawl, 
and attacks it with NICK’s pen.

NICK Is this yours?

DEB Yep.

NICK It shouldn’t even work.

DEB Yeah well it actually does.

RACHEL So, look, I’ve got an idea.

NICK Cool. 

RACHEL —

NICK What is it?

RACHEL Well, it — Okay, so, it needs, like, a drumbeat.

NICK Uh huh. What kind?

DEB Girl group.

They look at her.

 Like you take what — what you’d expect, like, a girl 
group to —

She gestures, winces.

 I dunno.

NICK Deb?
 [of amplifier:] Did you fix this?

DEB Does that surprise you?
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NICK Are you an electrician?

DEB No.

NICK Then yes, it does.

DEB —

NICK Show us how it sounds. What you’re saying.

DEB looks at him for a moment, as if re-assessing him.

DEB C’mere.

He does.

NICK Something wrong with your arm — ?

She holds a drumstick up with her good arm.

DEB You fuckin’ condescend to me, I’ll put this through your eye.

She gives him the other drumstick.

 So when I go —

She beats twice on a drum.

 you go —

She points to another drum. She beats twice. She points once.

She beats three times, the emphasis on the second beat. She 
points once.

 See?

NICK Sure.

DEB [pointing] Do it on the what do you call it.

NICK Rim.

DEB — yeah.
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NICK — cool.

DEB — right.

They put it together. After several bars — 

PETE is isolated in light, a guitar case in hand, shades on, 
hair spectacular.

PETE  Just to let you know that in a moment or two I’m gonna 
walk through the door, and, um —

 Rachel — ? is totally gonna leap on me like a baby monkey. 
Nobody panic.

Thinks briefly.

 For some reason I wait til the drums stop.

DEB and NICK stop playing.

 Right.

Walks in to them. RACHEL rushes at PETE.

RACHEL PETE — !!!

She leaps on.

 Pete’s gonna be in the band, aren’t you, Pete?

PETE nods.

DEB Hi.

PETE Hi.

DEB —

PETE —

DEB This is —

NICK Nick.
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DEB Nick.

NICK Whataya play?

PETE Um —

Shakes head.

NICK … guitar, bass — ?

RACHEL Pete plays bass, don’t you, Pete?

PETE breathes out noisily.

PETE — that is correct.

RACHEL opens the case and takes out a really good-
looking bass guitar, with a strap attached.

RACHEL Put it on.

PETE —

RACHEL C’mon.

She places it over PETE’s head.

 Hang on.

She fiddles with PETE’s hair.

 Right.

She steps back.

 Oh you look unreal. [to others:] Check it out.

NICK Is that yours?

PETE Yep — well — is now.

NICK It’s nice.

RACHEL Isn’t it.
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NICK Real nice. Was there, by any chance, an amplifier included … ?

RACHEL —

NICK One of these? They make things louder — ? 

RACHEL Does that really matter?

NICK … I suppose that depends. Here.

Digs a plectrum out of his pocket. To PETE:

 Hold this, like this.

Shows, then gives it to PETE. PETE slashes at the bass.

 Okay. Show us your hand.

NICK lifts his own right hand, grabs his own wrist in his left 
and waves it.

 Do that. C’mon.

PETE What?

NICK Please, wave your wrist back and forth.

PETE does so, in an obvious gesture.

 Right. You’ve never played guitar, have you.

PETE Nup.

NICK Right. So. When your wrist seizes up in pain? because you’re 
playing from your shoulder? Try that. 

He waves his wrist again in PETE’s face, in a deliberate echo 
of PETE’s gesture. 

 [Of plectrum:] Keep it. [To RACHEL:] See ya.
 I grab my guitar, scoop up my records. I’m out of there, 

down the hill. 
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4
NICK, alone.

NICK The breeze is starting to pick up: storm on the way.

He looks back at the house, then shakes his head.

 I’m not doing this again. Letting myself be pushed around, 
oh, can you just do this for us, thanks, Nick, you’re such a 
great guy, isn’t he a great guy, FUCK. YOU. 

 ZZZZhhhooung. Oh my God, I know that car shiiit. 
 Screech. Grrrouoooom.
 HEY
 FAGGOT.
 Fuck they’re gonna get out, they’re gonna get out, I have to 

try and run with this guitar or drop it no I really don’t want 
to I don’t have another one I can’t get another one this is — 
Zzzhoung.

 YOU’RE FUCKED POOFTER.
 And suddenly, Pete’s just —

PETE speaks softly.

PETE Oi.

NICK — behind me.

PETE Drop it.

NICK —

PETE Drop your shit now, fuckin do it.

NICK And I do.

PETE grabs him, turns him around and kisses him full on 
the mouth. Lets him go, turns to the car.

NICK and Pete ah well just walks TOWARDS the car and —
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PETE looks at the driver in the eye.

PETE You ever been murdered?

A long second goes by.

NICK Zzzzzzhoung.

NICK and PETE watch as the car burns out of there. PETE 
nods a little as they watch it go.

PETE Nice grunt. You can see why his dad went with the Commodore.
 We should prob’ly get off the street, eh, I don’t reckon that’s 

gonna work twice.

Flashes a grin. Of the guitar:

 Be faster if I take that.

NICK And then we’re just walking back up the hill, so now this is 
happening. Okay.

PETE talks quickly.

PETE You were at Razar and that last night weren’t ya.

NICK Yep.

PETE Yep. You know Rachel then?

NICK Not really.

PETE Yeah me neither eh. Fuckin crazy but. She give you a bunch of 
weird instructions n’that?

NICK Yeah.

PETE Yeah, she said she was gonna do that.

NICK What?

PETE To you. She started that with me, this is just before the cops 
went off, you see that — ?
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NICK — yeah.

PETE — yeah, well, but she’s goin’ off ‘bout you go here and you 
do this and I said, how about you just give me the address, 
and she says, where’s the fun in that, and I said look, I’m a 
busy man, I got a clientele, you should probably just give 
me the address, and she was like it’s my friend Deb’s place, 
and I’m like yeah, right, well, my question stands, fuckin’ 
students, you a student?

NICK Yeah.

PETE Yeah look some things are complicated, course they are, 
but you don’t need to complicate everything do ya.

NICK Sorry, I don’t — Clientele … ?

PETE Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah. Yeah.

Stretches jaw.

 Sorry about before, I was havin a bit o’ trouble speakin.

NICK We’re walking pretty quick, almost on the front steps, and 
— again, I don’t think Pete means to grab me —

PETE grabs NICK’s arm.

 — quite so hard —

PETE Is it, ah, time-consuming, learning to play the whatsit?

NICK Bass?

PETE Yeah. Cause I’ll be honest with you — at the moment, this 
is more about a place to crash.

Shakes finger briefly at the house.

NICK With — Deb — ?

PETE Nah nah, with, y’know, Rachel.
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NICK looks at PETE.

 Oh, no, don’t worry, I’m not into her. You’re not into her areya?

NICK No.

PETE Nah.

Grins at him.

 You should try it, though. They’ll take care of ya, buy you 
clothes and that, and trust me, they’re happy if you don’t 
wanna fuck ’em all the time.

NICK —

 You know how there’s things, that the more you think about 
’em, the less of a good idea they seem?

NICK and PETE look at each other.

 I’ve got an idea.

DEB and RACHEL re-appear; DEB’s loungeroom.

 [To RACHEL:] Does your watch have a second hand?

RACHEL Yes.

NICK I need one minute. [to PETE:] Ramones or Clash?

PETE Ramones.

NICK Best Ramones song. How’s it go?

PETE busts out a full-body rendition of ‘Blitzkrieg Bop’.

PETE HEY! HO! LET’S GO! HEY! HO! LET’S GO!

NICK Right. 

Looks at DEB. 
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 He can do that? He can play drums.

DEB N’why would he do that?

NICK looks back at PETE.

NICK Can you do this?

He lifts both arms above his head and brings them down. 
PETE repeats the action.

 [to DEB:] You?

DEB Not at present.

NICK Ramones or Clash?

DEB Slits.

NICK Brilliant. Ari or Viv?

DEB  Viv.

NICK  Palm or Tess? 

DEB  Palm.

NICK  Palm or Viv? 

DEB  Shag, or be?

RACHEL nods, surprised.

NICK  Up to you.

DEB — aaargh still Viv fuck it. Yes. —

NICK has scooped up the bass and put it on.

NICK Have you ever played electric guitar?

DEB Nup.

NICK [of bass:] Well, I’ve never played this.
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PETE has sat behind the kit, and smashes at the 
drums, grinning.

 The more we think about it, the less of a good idea it’ll 
seem, but I think we should do this, and I think you — 
know how it should sound.

 Don’t ya.

DEB — 

RACHEL … still got ten seconds.

She’s looking at DEB; so are all of them.

DEB looks at us.

DEB Cut forward a few weeks.

5
A bracing blast of music, as if through a radio.

DEB When you hear about living in a police state — admit 
it — you’re sniffing for the juicy bits. The chase down 
the dark streets, the capture, the cell, the rat cage on 
the head — and it’s easy to get frustrated with how 
unremarkable things are, when it’s just always there. 

 About eighteen months back, the state government led 
by Joh Bjelke-Petersen ‘won’ their fourth term in office 
— with a minority of the popular vote. IMPOSSIBLE, 
you say, in a democracy, and you’re not wrong. 

 After that, the powers of the Queensland Police were 
expanded … to clamp down on ‘political agitators’. 
This is not something you forget, exactly. It’s more 
something you don’t think about.
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 Until — I turn up to do my afternoon’s volunteering at 
Triple Zed — and we’ve been raided. AGAIN. Office 
and studio. 

She chuckles.

 They don’t do it to find stuff. They do it to inspire 
fear, anxiety, depression. But today, I look at the 
torn up carpet, cabinets forced open, records strewn 
everywhere — and I think — 

 ‘Good. Fuck You. Try and stop us.’
 And my fingertips tingle —

She flexes her fingers.

 — where my calluses — from Playing The Guitar, In A 
Band — are starting to form.

 I grab a screwdriver, and join the search for the legendary 
Secret Microphone — which Taskforce have definitely 
planted. Then I hear Leanne —

RACHEL [as Leanne:] ‘Hey love — how’s the band? Ready to 
kickstart the revolution?’

DEB Leanne’s intimidating until you get to know her.

RACHEL [as Leanne:] ‘If so, would you mind hurrying the fuck 
up? I’ve had a gutful of bein’ raided by the jacks.’

PETE [Northern English accent:] ‘A band, is it?’

DEB Derek, dismantling the telephone.

PETE [as Derek:] ‘A punk rock band is it? A nasty little clutch 
of spoiled middle-class brats making that terrible fascist 
racket is it? I thought our Deb be smarter than that.’

DEB Derek is from Yorkshire. He only listens to ‘authentic 
working class music’. Which can only be made on the banjo.
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 Screwdriver in hand, I consider explaining to Derek that 
punk rock — if there ever was such a thing — no longer 
exists. Fuck’s sake — it’s 1979 already. The ironic use of a 
slang term for boys sexually abused in prison has been, In 
Turn, Co-Opted! by the so-called Music Industry! for at 
least two years now! and so what my band is trying to do —

RACHEL [as Leanne:] ‘Fuck’s sake Derek, shut up willya, Deb’s ten 
times the radical you’ll ever be — !’

DEB Leanne and I differ in this respect —

RACHEL [as Leanne:] ‘ — just by existing in this patriarchal 
DICKtatorship — !’

DEB — she actually enjoys arguing with Derek.

She keeps working on the instrument panel, as:

PETE [as Derek:] ‘It’s not music, it’s individualist 
counterrevolutionary art-school shite!’

RACHEL [as Leanne:] ‘Right, when YOU learn to fix the panel, 
THEN you can tell Deb what to think, is that alright with 
you, Deb?’

DEB I love Triple Zed, I do. I’m actually glad we get raided, 
though, we really depend on having a common enemy. 

PETE [as Derek:] ‘Tell me, then! You tell me, lass, how this 
bloody racket contributes to the overthrow of this corrupt 
and brutal government!’

RACHEL [as Leanne:] “LASS?”

DEB After I’ve chalked up four hours in the endless, fruitless 
search for the secret microphone, I head home.

 It’s Amplifier Day.
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PETE and NICK are seen. PETE is drumming — on knees, 
or pads — while NICK picks at the bass.

DEB Pete and Nick have cleared out under the house and set 
up the gear. Pete is ‘crashing with Nick’, but they come 
over to practice — with me — and as weird as they are — 

NICK Do that again!

PETE I don’t know what I did but.

NICK Your body remembers! Do it again!

PETE plays the drum riff again.

 Great. Give it a name.

PETE —

 Cock Shit.

NICK Great. Cock Shit four times, then we’ll do Pig Fucker 
again. C’mon.

DEB — it’s all, somehow, strangely enjoyable: kinda like the 
soreness in my fingertips.

We’re in the basement with all four. RACHEL is fiddling 
with a battered microphone.

 Pete.

PETE Present.

DEB Do you have drugs on your person, Pete?

PETE Not today, boss. Today’s Amplifier Day.

DEB That’s right.

They switch the amplifiers on. 

NICK So you really reckon the cops are gonna come?
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DEB I’ve been advised to count on it.

NICK What if they impound the stuff?

DEB We ask for receipts. They may not like us, but they hate 
paperwork.

PETE Right. Time to — what is it?

DEB Form an illegal assembly.

NICK I thought it was ‘disturb the peace’.

DEB Six of one, really.

RACHEL clicks her tongue into the microphone: it’s working.

PETE Hey there.

RACHEL [cf. John Lydon at the top of ‘Public Image’:] ’Ello. ’Ello.

PETE You gonna —

RACHEL Hang on.

PETE You all right?

RACHEL I’m just — 

She is squeezing her eyes shut. She opens them to see the 
other three looking at her.

 Who are we doing this for? Who’s it for?

Pause. NICK looks at DEB.

PETE Idiots.

Looks around at the audience.

 You’d have to be.

 One Two Three Four — !
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DEB switches her distortion pedal on.

KNOWING WHAT TO DO

(x) marks a beat that RACHEL skips.

RACHEL  (x) i drew a 
 plan                 I drew a 
 plan up in my
 prison camp   dream
 (x) (x) (x)            i drew a 
 plan to glide over e -
 - lectrified wire in a
 (x) flying ma-  
 -chine     and the plan was
 white    yeah, the
 plan was white as the
 ceiling above my 
 bed   as the 
 vacuum tube be
 tween my thighs and the
 cave inside my
 head   now
 CLOSE YOUR EYES
 (x)      jzh-jzh-jzh-Jesus Chrrr-
 -rrrist!
    I called it
 lightning and then it
 goes and strikes me 
 twice - ! 

 (x) (x) (x) - all the
 other girls know what to do
 (x) (x) (x) - all the
 other boys know what to do
 (x) (x) (x) - every
 body here knows what to 
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 do - so what the fuck is 
 WRONG WITH YOU - ?!
 (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?
 (x) (x) (x) (x) 
 (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?
 (x) (x) (x) (x) 
 (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?

 I fell in 
 love - love is a chemical, it’s gonna
 make all the colours run  her
 kiss pushed into the vacuum until it
 burned to drown the sun but I got 
 BORED 

DEB        [kraaang!]

RACHEL              yes!   yes I got 
 bored just like ya do                when the
 person that you love forgets to 
 love something more than you -          and our
 prison yard         floods up with
 light!

It does.

        and we be-
 come those little     dolls the other
 inmates kiss         the other
 inmates kiss goodnight - !

NICK      (two-three-four)

RACHEL men, they all know what to do (x) (x) (x) and the 
 women, they know what to do (x) (x) (x) every-
 body here knows what to do (x) with a thing like -

DEB, NICK and PETE all really hit four beats (capital X) 
square on the head.
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 (X) (X) (X) (X)       (x) with some thing like -
 (X) (X) (X) (X)       (x) (x) (x) - see, the
 cops, they know what to do (x) (x) (x) and the
 courts, they know what to do (x) (x) (x) (x) yeah, they
 know it, and you know it, too - (x) so what the fuck is
 wrong with you?    (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?
 (X) (X) (X) (X)        (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?
 (X) (X) (X) (X)        (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?
 (X) (X) (X) (X)        (x) what’s fuckin wrong with you - ?

Silence. They look at each other, having all stopped at exactly 
the same time without really having planned it that way.

They listen. No pounding at the door.

DEB Right.
 Again.

PETE whacks the sticks together four times.

6
DEB The next morning. My day job.

Down in the basement, we hear the sound of machines.

 Now — this is not the same lab that I was working at before. 
What this lab — on the University campus — lacks in 
pornographic material, it makes up for, in really dangerous 
chemicals. This is not something you forget. It’s more like — 
something you don’t think about.

 Until halfway through the shift, when Greg calls me into 
his office.

NICK in coat and glasses as Greg.

NICK Do you like working here, Deb?
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DEB Yeah, I do.

NICK Yes. We — like having you. Here.

DEB This is — odd. He usually looks me in the eye.

NICK Any plans to, um, start a family?

DEB —
 Ah, no … ?

NICK Well, then. I have two things, by way of advice, to give to you.

DEB Okay.

NICK The first is to apply to study science. Here.
 You should have a degree. If you want to keep doing this 

sort of work.

DEB — sure.

NICK I’d be, we’d be, um, happy to provide documents. To 
assist you.

DEB Sure. That’d /be —

NICK The second.

DEB —

NICK The second — is to cease your association with that 
radio station.

DEB —

 Uh-huh.

NICK You must realise that the one depends on the other.

DEB —
 Why?

NICK —
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DEB I’d like you to tell me why.
 —
 Greg holds up a four by six inch black and white photograph.
 The girl in the photograph is much better looking than me. 

It’s her smile, I think. Looks determined.

NICK This is you, isn’t it.
 At some — concert.

DEB You got any other photos from that night?

NICK God, Deb, like what — ?

DEB Like the police, beating people up.
 Right. Now he looks me in the eye.

NICK Do you watch the news? Do you see what’s happening in the 
world? Do you imagine that the police would take no interest 
in — young people with radical associations and access — 

DEB Radical /associations — ?

NICK — access to hundreds of litres of highly corrosive and 
explosive materials?

DEB —

 Did the police give you that — ?

NICK They delivered it, Deborah. To this office.

DEB laughs.

 I fail to see the /humour —

DEB What is this, Russia?

NICK No.

He smiles bitterly.

 This is Brisbane, which is in Australia, which is the 
Brisbane of the world.
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He takes his glasses off.

 If I — we — are forced to — let you go, what do you 
think you’re going to do? Walk into a lab somewhere else 
on the planet and say ‘hello, I’m Deb from Brisbane, I 
don’t have a degree — ’?

DEB Bundaberg.

NICK —

DEB I’m from Bundaberg. 

NICK And you’d be the first in your family — to attend university?

DEB —

NICK Then I don’t know what else there is to say.

DEB  I finish my shift. I go home.
 Aaaaand Rachel’s on my couch. Again.

7
DEB Scribbling … what I have been assuming are lyrics. And then 

— Greg shows me a photograph, taken by a cop, and —

She looks at RACHEL, who is still scribbling.

DEB Hey.

RACHEL Hey.

DEB How do you live?

RACHEL —
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DEB Money.

RACHEL I’m on the study dole still.

DEB Are you actually going back to uni, though?

RACHEL I’ve kind of gone part-time … ?

DEB Part-time — at the University of Sydney.

RACHEL Okay, this is like Cone of Silence.

DEB I don’t know what that is.

RACHEL I rang my anthropology lecturer and told him what’s 
happening up here and he Fucking Flipped.

 ‘Stay there! Stay involved! Take all the notes you can! I’ll 
send you some questionnaires — ! Are you taking drugs? 
How’s your memory? Can you commit the questionnaires 
to memory?’

 Unbelievable.

DEB So, you’re, what, hanging out, in Brisbane, as a uni assignment?

RACHEL Universities are strange places.

DEB Yeah: I work at one. Are you —

RACHEL —

DEB — boffing this guy, or what?

RACHEL Gee. Well. I must be, what other reason could anyone have 
to take an interest in me — ? And not — not just that — 

DEB — look —

RACHEL I’m Boffing him from a distance of a thousand kilometres. 
This thing between my legs, I TELL you.

DEB That’s not what I meant.

RACHEL You? Really? You think I’m that person?
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DEB I don’t know you very well.

RACHEL —
 So, good point, why would you trust a word I say?

She writes in her notebook.

DEB What, you’re taking notes — ?

RACHEL Not about you.

She keeps writing.

 So. What do you want to know?

DEB Why are you — here so much?

RACHEL I bought you /some —

DEB That’s not the point.

RACHEL Do you not /want — ?

DEB I’m asking you why.

RACHEL I feel safe here.

DEB —

RACHEL —
 If you want me to leave —

DEB Safe from what — ?

RACHEL —
[Laughs.]

 Are you serious? What town are you living in?

DEB —
 You want to live here, you gotta pay rent.

RACHEL — really?
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DEB YES.

RACHEL But that’s something you’d want — ?

DEB I just need to know one thing.

RACHEL —

DEB When did you start working for the cops … ?

RACHEL —

DEB When did you start working for the /cops — ?

RACHEL Alright — You’re winding me up —

DEB grabs for her notebook.

 — what the fuck are you /doing — ?

DEB You wanna move in here, fucking spy on me — ?

RACHEL You’re insane.

DEB — yeah?

She’s got the notebook.

 Or to put it another way — ? My life’s not your fuckin 
uni assignment.

RACHEL There’s nothing in there — about you.

Pause.

DEB Put it like that, it’s almost disappointing.

Slight smiles as she returns the notebook. 
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8
DEB Cut forward — um —
 In my subsequent life — looking back — this is where I 

start to lose track a bit.

PETE We keep going to see bands, 

NICK all of us, usually together —

RACHEL There’s some safety in numbers.

DEB — and there’s this unspoken expectation that —

NICK ‘Deb will get us a gig’. 

DEB Except that I’m avoiding Triple Zed. Or anyone who 
works there.

 I don’t want to admit, even to myself, that I’m doing this. 
It’s not until I’m walking past the union bar on my way to 
the bus and —

PETE ‘Is that our Deb?’

DEB Derek.
 And a whole bunch of Zeds, who insist I have a beer.

PETE plays DEREK for the next sequence.

PETE We’ve barely seen you. Too busy making your nasty little 
fascist racket?

DEB I’ve been — working a lot.

PETE Indeed.

 [more quietly:] I heard you got your photograph taken, 
then, did you, lass?

DEB —

PETE You think you’re the only one?
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DEB Well, I did, Derek, but then I joined my trade union, which 
I’m pretty sure is where you’re going with this, and I’ve gotta 
say, I reckon the movement’s really got these fuckers on the 
run, don’t you? I mean, we’re this close to actually being 
allowed to organise a gathering of three or more people 
without having the cops smash the shit out of it.

PETE —

 Well, I can hardly blame you for being cynical. 

DEB Uh-huh.

PETE I’ve been here seven years now … I still pinch myself, 
y’know. The sun, the trees, the space … and paved roads, and 
electricity. An hour away, there’s white beaches a mile long. 
N’you think, ‘bloody hell, no wonder it’s hard to organise 
against injustice. How’d a place like this even fookin happen?’

DEB Well, we killed people, Derek. I’m pretty sure you know that. 
Poisoned ’em, shot ’em, starved ’em, and stole their kids, and 
then we really got going.

 Look, I’ll save us some time, this is the bit where you say 
that wasn’t you, you weren’t fookin’ here, and I say ‘well 
y’know I wasn’t even born’, and then we keep drinking, and 
at some point we go surfing, because the beach, y’know, it’s 
right there. 

 And you’re right, Derek, maate, that is bullshit, it dodges the 
very good question of who the fuck are we and what are we 
doing here, but, you see, the trick is, we don’t ever have to ask 
that, because, y’know, God Save The Queen.

A dark chuckle.

 I didn’t even know — you’ll love this — I didn’t even know at 
one point if I liked my favourite band, or if I just liked the story, 
how ‘the Saints went to London and stuck it to the pricks’. 

VOICE Deb!
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She waves. 

DEB Hey, Liam! Do us a favour? Could you whack on ‘Prehistoric 
Sounds’?

 [To DEREK:] I figured it out, though. Cause, third album, 
they took that question — “who the fuck are you, what are 
you doing here?” — they put it on a bit of plastic, labeled 
’Prehistoric Sounds’, and you can listen to a song called 
‘Brisbane’, and it actually sounds like a million people 
keeping their mouths shut.

‘Brisbane (Security City)’, from Prehistoric Sounds, is heard.

 I want to keep my job, Derek. I want to study. And I want to 
play in a band. I just can’t really believe there are people who —

She breaks off.

PETE — who want to stop you … ?
 Could be you’re doing something right, after all.

He takes out a pen.

 Down station, one of the lad’s taken it upon himself to 
organise a whole night of bloody racket somewhere.

He’s writing down a phone number.

 You should give him a call.

The horn break from the Saints’ ‘Swing For The Crime’ rises.
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9
That evening. DEB at home, setting up the gear.

RACHEL enters, a little drunk. She leaps on DEB like a 
baby monkey.

RACHEL Sister.

DEB Been at the pub?

RACHEL — research.

DEB And how’s that?

RACHEL Finding out all sorts of things. About people. Have we got 
anything to drink?

DEB Pete said he’d bring beer.
 Him and Nick went to the flicks first.

RACHEL How precious.

DEB Who’s at the pub?

RACHEL Not so much ‘the pub’? as ‘out back of the church’?

DEB With … ?

RACHEL [grins:] Antisocial Yoof. Sweet, really: they bond over what 
they hate? So they can’t talk about what they love, and so 
instead they talk about Leaving Town — but they don’t 
want to, because following Adolescent Isolation, they have 
finally formed Friendships, which they will prioritise over 
sex, even though they’re all bored and horny …

DEB — ?

RACHEL Absolutely NOT. I am an Anthropologist …

She chuckles.

 … from Mars. There’s a professional —
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She gestures — ‘distance’.

DEB So you bought some kids some beer.

RACHEL It may have been whiskey.

DEB Did you tell them that you’re from here?

RACHEL —

DEB So you’re ‘From Sydney’ … ?

RACHEL It’s what anthropologists do — ! ‘I am a Stranger here, your 
Ways are new to me … ’

DEB Do you take notes when you’re talking to ’em?

RACHEL taps her head.

RACHEL I’ll write it down tomorrow.

She picks up a piece of paper, with a list on it.

 Oo. A list of band names … in alphabetical order.

Affectionately paying out DEB:

 Android.

DEB Do you tell ’em you’re in a band?

RACHEL I may have done.

DEB Is this what the band is for? So you can — tell people that 
you’re in /a band — ?

RACHEL Were you not there?

DEB — ?

RACHEL  The sole purpose of this band is to bring down the 
government of Queensland.

DEB — ?
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RACHEL [grinning:] Did you miss that meeting?

DEB Rach.
 Why are you here? Why aren’t you in Sydney?

Pause.

RACHEL — you sure we don’t have anything to drink?

DEB —

RACHEL Very long story, very short: a thing happens between two 
people, and then it — stops. And one realises it, and the 
other — is a fucking idiot. And, ah, that would be me.

 Her father’s a diplomat — she’s got this beautiful black 
skin, and this toffy little English accent, and she liked me 
— and it was — 

 —
  — and then she got bored. Because: I forgot to be 

interested in anything — that wasn’t her.
 So — Thank God for Joh, right? Thank God for the cops 

and the punks and my loony anarchist lecturer, so I can 
stay here doing ‘fieldwork’, and don’t have to go back to 
Sydney and be that — person.

DEB I don’t — like people who say ‘it’s gonna be okay’ … ?

 But if I can help, I —

RACHEL Deb —
 I’m not — great — at the moment? I only really seem to 

want people I don’t particularly like. And I do like you.

Manages to look at her.

 Although I could — very easily — not.

DEB —
 I’m not —
 I’m not — gay, Rach.
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RACHEL —
 Okay.  One of us is going to end up sounding like an idiot, 

so it may as well be me. 
 These words — gay, lesbian — they are useful, politically, 

but when it’s just two / people —

DEB Look, this is it’s not the first time, alright — that /someone —

RACHEL No, I’m sure it’s not.

DEB — thanks. What I /meant —

RACHEL It’s not a fucking insult actually.

DEB —
 I didn’t /mean —

RACHEL Look, you don’t — seem to care — what men, anyone — 
think —

DEB —

RACHEL — and there it is — and whether you realise or not that 
you’re doing it, it’s really — fuckin’ attractive.

DEB  —

RACHEL Can I tell you what surprised me? About — being with 
another woman? 

 We don’t have to perform.

DEB ‘Don’t have to /perform.’

RACHEL — no, it’s like we can /just let —

DEB So, okay, then, why are you? Performing? Right now?

Silence.

RACHEL [to us:] I am about to ask this judgemental bitch if she’s 
ever had her heart broken.
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DEB [to us:] I’ve never been so glad to hear Nick and Pete 
coming up from the main road.

NICK bursts in, followed by PETE. 

NICK — with PETE’s help — sings — acts out, really — 
the Ronettes’ ‘Be My Baby’.

NICK Boom — bm boom — KHA — ! Boom — bm boom — 
KHA — !

 ‘ — The first time that I saw you — ’

PETE  … whole way back here.

NICK You’ve gotta see ‘Mean Streets’ … !

PETE It is pretty fuckin cool.

NICK Deb. Is your guitar — ?

DEB Just a second. 
 There’s a thing, and we can play, if we want.

NICK When?

DEB Two weeks —

NICK Great. Great. 

He goes as if to seize the guitar, then remembers. To DEB:

 Do you mind if I — ?

DEB gestures ‘go ahead’. He grabs the guitar and starts 
working out a melody.

PETE [to DEB:] So we doing this?

DEB [Looks at RACHEL … ]

RACHEL Fine with me.
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DEB Then we’ve gotta pick a name.

She takes the list of names.

 To be precise, you do.

RACHEL Why?

DEB Because you’ll hate it if we pick the wrong one.

PETE and NICK affirm that DEB’s got her on that one.

RACHEL Fine. Um. Fine.

She grabs the paper.

 Alright — I know the popular choice here but —

She points to NICK.

 — what if someone asks you ‘isn’t this name racist?’

NICK [exchanging glances with Deb:] How likely do you think 
that is?

RACHEL Well, I’m asking right now.

PETE [looking over her shoulder:] I don’t reckon it’s racist.

RACHEL —
 Okay, Pete, walk us through that … ?

PETE groans theatrically, and collapses.

PETE Okay … because it’s on us. 

Gets up and addresses NICK.

 Like, people call you stuff all the time, right, like curry, and 
coon, and Abo — they’ve got no idea, and that’s because 
there’s heaps of pink fuckers like us, so that’s racist, buutt —
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To the others:

 — if Nick turns around and says ‘you pink monkey’ it 
doesn’t suddenly mean he’s in charge, pushing us around, 
that’s like a cop having a whinge about being bullied, like, 
it’s not the same.

Slight pause. Then the other three look at NICK.

NICK So — you’re imagining a situation, in which a journalist 
wants to write about us?

 That is — hilarious.

He goes back to plucking out a melody on the guitar.

 I think the name is fine.

RACHEL throws the paper down.

RACHEL I cannot wait to play Sydney with you lot — my God, the 
education that will be.

She flies at PETE’s hair to mess it up — PETE seeks 
refuge with DEB. They collapse into laughter: NICK 
grins as he continues plucking out the verse melody to 
‘Be My Baby’.

DEB Cut forward two weeks. 
 April 24, 1979.
 Pink Monkeys. First Gig.

They set up. DEB talks to us.

DEB I am about to commit a serious crime. Perhaps there is 
no crime more serious — against the future … those still 
to be born.

 I’m about to commit nostalgia. In the first degree.
 In so many ways, tonight is unremarkable. Four bands; 

maybe five songs each. Posters — ? flyers — ? Nup, cops 
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can read ’em too, so this one’s all word of mouth. Meet 
in a secret location. Ring the Zeds for instructions.

 This is where I have to admit that Rachel had it right. 
When something’s difficult, we make the effort. We take 
the risks. The cops make what should have been ‘no big 
deal really’ into — drama. 

 And that is painful and shitty and boring. But. Then. 
You get a night where the cops don’t turn up. And 
everything — works. We’ve got a kit! another band 
has a van! They live in the next street! Bang. We get to 
South Brisbane, set up, before you know it, it’s dark — 
and there’s a hundred and fifty very different people, 
who can all just about squeeze onto the floor of this 
little abandoned factory. 

 And all at once, everything — chk  — moves, just this 
tiny bit, and the awkward little group of suburban idiots 
standing up on the old wooden pallets, lurching into 
their funny little songs … suddenly they’re not just bad 
imitations — or even worse, good imitations — of some 
other band, from some other city. In this empty jam 
factory, they — we — can be …

She doesn’t say ‘us’, but looks around at the band, now 
assembled.

 And every time another song starts, it could rewrite history.
 Yes, it is an illusion. You’re very smart, to have figured 

that out.

GAME OF SOLDIERS

PETE starts playing a drum riff — one bar on, one bar 
marking the two and four with the hi-hats.

After four repetitions, NICK starts playing an ascending 
bass riff.
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DEB comes in with RACHEL, playing the vocal melody: 
PETE goes to just the hi-hat, NICK to the downbeat. Line 
breaks mark eight-beat divisions — (x) marks a beat 
RACHEL skips.

RACHEL (x) now the weight of expectation
 (x) and these demands it’s making
 (x) it gives us power with one hand
 (x) with the other takes away our
 Un Der Stan Ding

DEB’s guitar begins a tense, wiry chug. NICK’s bass fills in 
the gaps.

 (x) so welcome to the insurrection!
 (x) I’m sure we ALL have questions -
 (x) is she goin’ to take her pants off?
 (x) is she goin’ to do a little
 daaaaance for us?

DEB’s guitar explodes: NICK’s ascending riff again: PETE 
builds up on the snare and floor tom.

 (x) no no no NO! there’s something
 wrong!           some thing I can’t put my hands up -
 on -   but I think i’m missing something
 (x) i’m pretty sure that i’m missing something -
 (x) could be the point - could be a 
 penis  you never know, it might be 
 JESUS!           but i’m missing something - I’m -
 (x) (x) - PRRRRETTY SUUURRRE - !

The band put their heads down and go for it.

 (x) we name our price per hour
 (x) we imitate the power
 (x) that stops our thoughts from moving
 (x) to a place where money doesn’t
 prove their value
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 (x) common sense applies the pressure
 (x) and forces all our pleasures
 (x) into this game of soldiers
 (x) til we’re only worth the rubbish
 (x) that they’ve sold us - !

The band sounds like a zoo burning down.

 (x) that’s right! I AM from
 Mars - ! and there’s some questions I’d like to
 ask -  ‘cause I’m missing something
 -       I’m con-VINCED that I’m missing something -
 (x) what makes a pack of Caucasian
 Christians    STEAL A CONTINENT AND BUILD A
 PRISON?     am I missing something?
 (x) i’m pretty sure -

DEB’s guitar and NICK’s bass drop out — PETE’s drum riff 
is alone. He and NICK yell:

NICK & PETE FOOTBALL MEAT PIES KANGAROOS AND 
HOLDEN CARS

 FOOTBALL MEAT PIES KANGAROOS AND 
HOLDEN CARS

They do this twice, then RACHEL joins in and NICK starts 
playing the ascending riff —

 FOOTBALL MEAT PIES KANGAROOS AND 
HOLDEN CARS

 FOOTBALL MEAT PIES KANGAROOS AND 
HOLDEN CARS

 FOOTBALL MEAT PIES KANGAROOS AND 
HOLDEN CARS

 BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH

Drums drop out.

 BLAH BLAH BLAH BLAH
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DEB leads the band back in, slashing chords on the (x) in 
call-and-response with RACHEL.

RACHEL (x) in the dustbin (x) with the flowers
 (x) where the poems went (x) after Auschwitz
 (x) the signal that could cure this
 (x) can’t be transmitted through this
 microphone - !

The band opens the throttle: RACHEL’s surfing the bonnet.

 (x) now watch us flies in ointment
 (x) thrash out in Dis Ap Point Ment
 (x) as we look up from our jazz
 (x) to find once more the world has

Band cuts out.

 NOT EXPLODED - !

Darkness.

10
RACHEL  Early, very early, the next morning:
 As I pull my clothes on in the dark, the kid rolls over, and 

it’s not just the amphetamine sulphate, it is his little white 
arse cheeks, they are just too much, and I have to, I have 
no choice, I am compelled to —

Slap.

 ‘Hey … ’ he says.
 And I say —
 ‘What?’
 — and it comes out harder than I mean it to, but, y’know —
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She cracks her neck.

 — fuck it, right?
 He sits up, looks at me. I finish getting dressed. He smiles. I 

walk out, having not smiled back, which I don’t even think 
about, until I’m out on Arthur Street, and then I — well, I 
just keep walking. It is an incredible night, the kind where 
you can only just feel where the air stops and you begin, and 
by the time I’ve gone a block I’ve tuned the whole city to a 
single, tiny hum. Three in the morning: all the humans are 
asleep, and I am a self-contained, self-sufficient, android, on 
a solo mission.This is the terribly attractive part —

She swallows.

 — about amphetamines: You don’t lose your feelings, they 
just become objects, you can push them around, you are 
their master. I’m even able to push away the feeling that —

She addresses the crowd.

 — zzzzhhh alright so just before we finish I — fail to stop 
myself from saying — ‘the chorus of this last one? is dedicated 
to whoever’s taking me home’ — thinking — if that’s the 
word — how hilarious it’s gonna be when I scream ‘what’s 
fuckin’ wrong with you — ?’, ha HA, and then of course we’re 
there! I’m doing just that! and this — beautiful pair of eyes is 
looking back at me and something around about here —

She touches a place on her body.

 — says — I’ll take that, thank you.
 After the show I behave — just like every charismatic 

fuckwit I’ve ever despised. Right up to the bit where I make 
this boy take me back to his, fuck him, slap his arse, and 
walk out the door at three in the morning. Right up to the 
bit where I convince myself that now he knows how that 
feels, and maybe he’ll think twice before he — urrrrgh 
push it away, it’s over, it’s done.
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She shivers.

 I cross Brunswick Street without breaking stride. Up the 
hill towards the Story Bridge, a car passes behind me, fades 
again. I set myself charging up towards the lights, nice little 
ache in the thighs to set off the tingle between ’em, and —

 and then, outta —

She snaps her fingers.

 — they pull in front of me. Up on the pavement. 

The screech of tyres coming to a halt.

 I keep walking — because I am a Finely Engineered 
Android, and I will leap the hood. I will kick a head. If I 
want, I’ll steal their damn keys —

 Then I see the haircuts, and the shirts.

She stops.

 The adrenaline puts a cold metal fist into my gut — 

Over microphones, PETE and NICK voice two cops.

PETE hey there love.
 where you headed. this time of night.

RACHEL During the ice age it takes him to get this out, I’ve figured 
out that I’ve just got to make it to the bridge —

 Home, officer.

PETE home.

RACHEL — they can’t cross it in the car, I’ll beat ’em both on foot.

PETE where’s that then.

RACHEL Spring Hill.
 The other one’s made it out of the car. He’s moving around 

the back.
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PETE spring hill. whereabouts. 

RACHEL Sheriff Street.
 They can’t tell you’re lying: smile.

PETE do you know what time it is.

RACHEL I’m sorry, I was at a friend’s and I fell asleep.

NICK whereabouts does.

RACHEL (FUUUUCK hurry this up)

NICK this friend of yours —

RACHEL I gesture. Slowly. Blushing maiden:
 I don’t know this area very well. 

NICK but you know that we are police officers.

RACHEL Well, I certainly hoped that you were.

NICK did you.

RACHEL Another fuckin Ice Age.

PETE hop in.

RACHEL I’d rather walk.

PETE would you.

RACHEL —

NICK maybe you’d rather we arrested you for solicitation.

RACHEL (Act shocked. Argue. Run. Make up your Fuckin’ Mind — )
 I’d like to see some identification please.

Pause. 

They start laughing.
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NICK would you now.

PETE how long you been working?

RACHEL (Don’t get angry.)
 I’m a student.

PETE she’s a student.

NICK aren’t they all.

PETE get in the car.

RACHEL I’m just asking for some identification.
 (He leans in. Don’t flinch.)

PETE I’m your guardian angel, sweetheart.

RACHEL I’m sorry, I really don’t understand.

NICK we’re cops, darlin. we don’t pay.

RACHEL (The cold precision in the voice —)

NICK we’re cops, darlin. we don’t pay.

RACHEL ( — the metal hand in my gut twists and I bluuuurrt — )
 haha that’s funny that’s what the guys in the band say hey.

She scratches her crotch.

PETE band?

RACHEL Oh, yeah, you know, these guys I was hanging out with … ?

She scratches her crotch again.

 (The other cop’s looking at me like there’s a nest of bugs at 
the top of my thighs; then his eyes — )

She turns her head.

 (There’s a woman standing over there, in her doorway.)
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PETE’s cop voice raises.

PETE do you know this person, love?

RACHEL (They’re talking to her now.)

PETE I asked you, do you know this person?

Silence.

PETE Why don’t you just go inside love, there’s nothing to see here.

RACHEL (I turn and walk towards her. The cop, I swear, hisses.)

PETE Get in the car.

RACHEL (I keep walking, up to this woman, she’s about fifty — )
 Can I talk to you for a second?

DEB voices the woman over a microphone.

DEB You can’t come in.

RACHEL I just need to talk to you for a second.
 (She hesitates.)
 (Then she opens the door and I’m inside.)
 (We stand there for about a year.)

The sound of the car outside pulling away slowly.

DEB You can’t stay here.

RACHEL I know. 
 Thank /you.

DEB Look at you.

RACHEL —

DEB Is it that ya don’t know what they can do to ya? Is that it?

RACHEL (I look into her eyes — )

DEB Why can’t you just bloody behave?
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RACHEL (sad, angry, but there’s something that hasn’t given up — 
and I should find out what her story is, I should — ) 

 Thank you
 (I manage)
 My name’s Rachel.
 (The second I step outside the door I just start running, 

cause that’s always worked before, ever since I was a little 
girl, but everything’s like a scratched film shaking its way 
outta the projector — and the hill’s suddenly really steep, 
and it’s a really long way back to Spring Hill in the dark 
and I’ve got no money and my legs hurt, like they’re not 
supposed to hurt because I’m young, I am fucking invincible 
— but every house I pass chews at the ragged edges — )

NICK [amplified whisper] you asked for it

DEB [amplified whisper] you deserve it

PETE [amplified whisper] stupid bitch

DEB [amplified whisper] you got off easy 

RACHEL until my carefully engineered android brain is about to 
boil out of my eyes.

She stops herself from crying.

 The moment —
 The moment I get back inside the house, and shut the 

door, it hits me, this wave of solid fuckin black and — 

She sinks to her knees. 

 I’m sorry
 please, I’ll be good
 I’ll be good, I can learn —
 — and I reach out for the other me, the Rachel that can tell 

’em fuck you —
 — but it’s her that’s crying.
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She forces herself to her feet.

 Push open the door to my room aaand there’s a shape on 
the mattress. 

 Fuck, it’s Pete.
 I think about it for no seconds. I shut the door. I lie down. 

Pete kind of shifts, but doesn’t wake up. 
 The room turns blue and begins to shimmer.

11
Morning. DEB. Hair a mess, clutching a cup of tea.

She freezes, in sudden shock. Then:

DEB (Deb. The Gear Is Fine. Stop It.)

Neu’s ‘Isi’ is heard.

 This record that Nick’s been obsessed with — he left it here.
 Last night, he ended up talking to those guys from 

Melbourne — they started off all like — [private-school 
hipster:] ‘yes well the Little Bands isn’t really a Scene it’s 
more of a Manifesto really’

 — but they’re not in Richmond anymore, poor lads, so of 
course they head back to Nick’s, where you’d expect that 
Pete would also go — 

 — but —

Lights change.

 Ok so right after we play I’m high on Life, and when 
Pete hands us a vodka and whispers ‘This one’s loaded’, I 
understand immediately that this will extend this moment, 
for better or for — anyway — I am now able to talk to 
people who want to talk to me, and it feels like there’s lots 
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of them all of a sudden —
 And Pete — is there. Making sure I’m okay. Even when we 

end up back here — with the gear — and a few people — 
and this record Nick’s been obsessed with — 

We hear Neu’s ‘Seeland’.

 — and eventually everyone drifts away, leaving Pete and 
me, and —

PETE’s there. They look at each other for a moment.

PETE stretches — the end of a long night.

PETE Rachel’s not here right?

DEB — ah. No.

PETE Reckon she’d mind — ?

DEB — ?!

PETE — if — ?

A gesture over the shoulder to RACHEL’s room.

DEB I — no. No.

PETE Sweet. Night, boss. Fuck that was fun eh.

DEB And Pete’s gone — to crash in Rachel’s room.
 Oh, God.

She shakes her head incredulously. She speaks to herself sternly.

 You are not allowed to be disappointed.

She is back to morning light.

 In the morning, I put the record on again, and this magic 
night with no cops is suddenly, unbelievably precious to me, 
as I realise that it’s slipping into the past, and I’m miserable 
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with how much I want to hang on to it.
 And then —

RACHEL emerges from her room.

 Rachel comes out of her room, where Pete —

They look at each other.

RACHEL You would not believe —

She almost laughs with relief at seeing DEB.

 — what happened last night — 

DEB [ice:] — pretty sure I would.

RACHEL — ??
 okay, look — I got — I almost got picked up —

She shakes her head to clear it.

 — There were two cops —

DEB You got arrested?

RACHEL Deb — 

DEB Did they get you in the car — ?

RACHEL They tried /to get me — 

The phone rings.

PETE runs out of RACHEL’s room, shirtless.

PETE Boss.

Runs past them to answer the phone.

DEB So you, what —

RACHEL — what — ?
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DEB — you ran away from the cops and made it back in time 
— /to —

RACHEL Deb.
 C’mon. Pete’s not —

She breaks off, frustrated by the inadequacy of her language.

DEB —
 — not what?

RACHEL ( —  ah, shit.)
 Listen —

PETE Oy.

They look at PETE.

 You two, me, Nick. Apocalypse Now. 
 Three fifteen. Yeah? Yeah. Great.

Listens again at the receiver.

 He’s got hash.

12
We see NICK.

NICK  So last night I end up in my front room with these two 
guys from Melbourne.

 They’re ok, I guess: it’s just they see the world in such a 
definite way. Put it like this:  all the records I’ve saved up 
to order from England, after John and Michael fall asleep, 
I take ’em all back into my room. Just in case they decide 
that I don’t really deserve them.

 In the morning, John and Michael are gone. 
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An envelope.

 Address in Richmond. ‘Nick: For when you come south.’
 Not expecting that.
 — and they left their hash. Decided not to risk the border.

He shrugs.

 Call Pete at the girls’ — Apocalypse Now. 3.15 at the 
Schonell.

Fist pump.

 Meet up at the student union bar and —

The four of them. Sunglasses.

 — no-one’s all that talkative. 
 But Pete’s got the pipe, and Deb knows which tree by the 

lake’s got the right sight-lines.

Meanjin heat and light.

NICK It is a brilliant afternoon: and three rounds of the pipe 
later, I have forgotten completely that Deb and Rach don’t 
seem to be talking. Also, my name.

PETE  Boss?

DEB checks her watch.

DEB Three.

PETE Let’s go watch a jungle explode.

Lights change to a cinema foyer.

NICK Up at the cinema — it’s Pete with the money. All Pete’s — 
transactions are in cash.

PETE I spot Don. He’s always good for ten bucks’ worth.
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DEB [to audience:] Fifty, in your money.

PETE Back in a sec.

DEB Pete goes back outside. This other guy — glasses, grey 
ponytail — follows him.

NICK Rachel’s looking at the carpet, which [looks down:] — is 
incredible.

DEB Across the foyer, Pete’s at the box office.

PETE Four to Apocalypse Now.

NICK It’s like a labyrinth caught fire.

DEB Pete spins around —

PETE Two thickset blokes with short hair have come up to Don 
and he’s shuffling and okay yep fuck it.

DEB — does a kind of boxer’s step — grabs my hand —

PETE — shall we? 

DEB — and we head down the stairs — 

NICK — to the, wait, the wrong cinema — !

NICK grabs RACHEL’s hand. He whispers.

NICK  — s’okay —
 We follow them down to the second, smaller, cinema — 

holy fuck, Marvin Gaye, what’s goin’ on?

DEB Kelly’s on the door thank Christ.
 I take my sunglasses off. She waves us through.

The cinema, house lights still up.

RACHEL Who are those kids — ?
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NICK (She’s right, there’s this row of, there’s a row of schoolkids 
down the front — for Apocalypse Now … ?)

RACHEL — fuck’s happening — ?

PETE we’ve just gotta hang out here for a second

RACHEL why?

PETE Jacks.

RACHEL — here — ?

PETE I just sorted a bloke out upstairs, and I think he’s getting 
busted.

RACHEL — fuck.

DEB clears her throat, not looking at them.

PETE — it’s alright.

DEB — d’you dump /it — ?

PETE — s’alright.
 I planted it on Nick.

NICK It goes dark.

It does. 

RACHEL — you what — ?

PETE — when I was giving him a head job.

RACHEL giggles.

 — fuck mate d’you not remember that bit?
 He was pretty distracted, wasn’t he.

Now DEB chuckles.
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NICK Okay so there’s about to be cops bust in here any minute
 just watch the screen, watch the screen —

Their faces are illuminated by flickering light …

 — and there’s a, there’s a cartoon now — ?

We hear the opening narration of ‘Watership Down’.

 ‘Long ago, the Great Frith made the world … ’

RACHEL What the fuck is /this — ?

DEB Sh.

NICK —

 okay okay okay listen Nick the cops are not gonna bust 
they are not gonna bust into a kid’s cartoon movie —

 — and then the HAND —

He seizes up in panic.

RACHEL [her hand on his shoulder:] Hey.

NICK — Rachel vaults the seat and sits beside me.

He breathes in and then out.

 Okay. So now it seems that the rabbits are so numerous 
that the sun gives the other animals teeth, and claws, and 
holy shit this is disturbing.

We hear the narration:

 ‘All the world will be your enemy, Prince With A 
Thousand Enemies. 

 And whenever they catch you, they will kill you.
 But first they must catch you … digger, listener, runner — 

Prince with the swift warning.
 Be cunning and full of tricks, and your people will never 

be destroyed.’
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NICK — and there’s something in both my eyes.

 Oh, God, no, please, c’mon, be a man, this is a cartoon — 

He breathes in, and out.

 Okay … so now we’re somewhere else, drawn in a different 
style … and it seems this movie is called Watership Down.

 Right. So this is a kid’s story about a bunch of rabbits … 
who want to leave home because one of them has a ‘bad 
feeling’. Whatever.

Sound & light effects are interrupted —

DEB Cut forward twenty-five minutes.

— and resume.

NICK Everyone who didn’t leave with them is dead — ?!
 Then we see all the rabbits — who didn’t leave — die — 

suffocated — struggling —

RACHEL ( — fffuck.)

NICK She grabs my hand. She squeezes it nnnggg —

He flicks a glance at PETE.

 Pete, of course, is silent.

Deep breath.

 There’s this weird crawling conviction in my gut that as 
soon as we leave this — dark burrow — Pete’s gonna get 
arrested and I’ll never get to say —

He breathes in, shaky.

 And then the rabbit who’s smart and brave and who’s 
become their leader — ? 

 gets shot, and —
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As the shot rings out.

 — I look at Deb, like I can’t help it, and —

Art Garfunkel’s version of ‘Bright Eyes’ from the film is heard.

 — this singing starts — 
 — and I’m hanging by a thread — and Pete —

PETE sniffs, eyes squeezed shut behind the shades.

NICK turns his head. PETE doesn’t — bumps knees with 
NICK instead.

 I picture the lights coming up … on four idiots in their 
tough punk costumes, faces all streaked with tears from a 
kid’s cartoon.

RACHEL leans her head on his shoulder.

 C’mon, Fiver. It’s your dream. Tell us which way to go.

The song swells.

13
It cuts suddenly into the feedback that opens of Gang of 
Four’s ‘Anthrax’.

GRACE It’s important to understand this:

BRIGID You may be expecting forward movement. 

SAHIL Conflict, to crisis, to resolution.

ZAK You may have even paid for that.

BRIGID If only Rachel could open up to Deb about how the cops 
made her feel.
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GRACE If only Deb felt she could trust Rachel to understand the 
risks she’s taking.

BRIGID If only they had the opportunity to hug, and learn, in 
your presence.

GRACE And by doing so, give you Feels.

BRIGID Which you may also have paid for.

GRACE Why would we withhold this from you?

BRIGID  Another example:

SAHIL Nick knows that Pete’s gender identity is different from his. 
He just doesn’t have words for it.

ZAK Just like he doesn’t have words — if I can say —  ?

SAHIL Sure.

ZAK Like Nick doesn’t have words for how he feels about Pete.

SAHIL I — Sahil — might say … 

ZAK — we might say — 

SAHIL — yeah, Zak as well — we —

ZAK We might use the word ‘awkward.’ 

GRACE But you, also, could use the word ‘love’.

SAHIL In public?

ZAK Without risking arrest?

SAHIL Nick and Pete don’t have that option.

ZAK So we don’t get to see that, either.

GRACE But if this isn’t about feelings, what could it possibly be about?
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‘Love Like Anthrax’ is heard, looping a section with only 
bass and drums.

 As far as these four know, there is no such thing as hip-hop.

ZAK There is disco in their world.

SAHIL There is reggae.

GRACE But they don’t understand these things, so they find 
them comical.

BRIGID What you’re listening to is a loop, generated by technology 
that did not exist when the song was recorded.

GRACE The name of the band playing this song is Gang of Four.

SAHIL and GRACE on microphones, talking over the loop.

SAHIL Through the left channel, the song compares ‘love’ to 
anthrax — infectious, and fatal — while through the right 
channel, another voice —

GRACE starts speaking 

 /— asks the question ‘is there an assumption at the heart of 
contemporary pop music which is unexamined, insistent, 
and total, and, for this reason, dangerous — ? Is it the idea 
that love — heterosexual, binary, and all-consuming — is 
the common goal of all human activity, reducing social 
structure and economic power to mere contingent details?

GRACE Deb and Rachel will not ‘stop fighting’, because their 
conflict arises from something that cannot be resolved 
between them. Contrary to what movies and television 
keep insisting, keep insisting, keep insisting, there are 
problems which cannot be solved by talking about them, 
nor by hugging, nor even by death, but only by long, 
complex processes that clash with widely held expectations 
of entertainment.
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At this point SAHIL should be finished: GRACE continues 
on her own.

 At this point, Queensland Police Special Taskforce, and 
the deep-seated political and financial corruption which 
supports it, is the only thing that keeps Deb and Rachel — 
and, by extension, the band — together, precisely because 
it is a problem they cannot solve; and for almost a decade 
to come, those with the power to address the problem will 
not do so.

 This is, in many ways, a story about failure.

14
The actors resume character. We see them on the back 
steps of a venue before a gig, playing the waiting game. 
PETE’s outfit is now coded distinctly more feminine (e.g. 
a dress, lipstick).

PETE We gettin’ paid for this one?

DEB Door cut.

PETE Fuckin heroic.

DEB They’re the ones taking the risk.

RACHEL The Socialists?

DEB You wanted to play.

RACHEL They’re all fuckin’ talk.

DEB … yeah, y’know, I can see why that’d piss you off.

RACHEL — !
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NICK David Bowie, though, I was reading this — David Bowie 
reckons that twenty, thirty years from now? people won’t 
pay for music, that it’ll be like water, it’ll be hooked up 
everywhere, you’ll just press a /button and —

DEB You can’t do that.

NICK —

DEB You’re not allowed to start a sentence with ‘David Bowie’. 
You’re not allowed to end a sentence with ‘David Bowie’. 
You are not allowed to use the words David or Bowie 
around me.

NICK [Deadpan:] Or what?

DEB [Deadpan:] Or I’ll tell them the truth about you.

NICK [Deadpan:] You wouldn’t.

DEB [Deadpan:] Oh I would though.

They crack each other up a bit.

PETE So then these two kids kinda sidle up, both skinnier than 
each other, denim jackets with band names in ballpoint — 
and one of them says —

NICK and RACHEL do the kids’ voices on microphones.

NICK  are you Deb Station?

DEB Um
 yeah?

RACHEL you’re great

DEB Thanks.

NICK we’ve got a band
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DEB Yeah?

NICK we saw you guys

RACHEL you’re great

DEB take care of yourselves ok?
 don’t do anything stupid

NICK we’re not scared of the cops

RACHEL they can’t stop you
 you’re /great —

NICK ’kay thanks bye

PETE — aaand they’re off.

NICK Was that one a girl?

DEB — both boys, weren’t they?

RACHEL Nah, that’s a girl, trust me.

NICK claps his hands in delight.

NICK Deb’s got Faaans. ‘Deb Station … !’

PETE ‘Pink Monkeys’ written on their sleeves, y’see that?
 Talkin’ like we’re the fuckin’ Kelly gang.

He chuckles.

RACHEL Kelly gang fought the cops.

PETE Well, fuck —

Stands up —

 — speaking of, they’re early.

RACHEL and NICK leap to their feet, alarmed.
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Silence. PETE chuckles. 

PETE Make yourselves useful eh?

They set up for the gig as PETE addresses us.

 [to us:] So a few things should be obvious. Every gig, 
there’s dickheads. And Rachel ‘doesn’t give a fuck’.

 Now, that’s great, buuut it means — I spend half my time 
scannin’ the crowd, tryna head off trouble. 

 So when we get on that night, I’ve already clocked Deb’s 
mate Leanne — which is great, because she’s with her 
friend Chris, and Chris is bigger than her own motorbike, 
so we’re OK for a bit.

Acknowledges Chris in the crowd.

 Three songs into this gig — 

They’re all suddenly breathing hard. NICK has a towel, he 
wipes his brow. DEB drinks water. RACHEL talks to the 
crowd, breathless.

RACHEL [on mic:] On the Foundation — Nick Everything … ! 
 On the synthetic animal skins, known to the authorities as 

Pete Fender … !

PETE (Spot Leanne in the centre — )

Waves a stick in acknowledgement.

RACHEL [on mic:] Calling in the airstrike — Ms Deb Station … ! 

DEB makes a high pitched noise through the guitar.

 Deb’s a real socialist … or she will be, after the lobotomy.

PETE ( — and then I spy a couple of blokes from the Leftovers — )

RACHEL [on mic:] But I want to thank the Socialist Alliance for 
organising this. 
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PETE ( … Leftovers make the rest of us look part-time … )

RACHEL [on mic:] Because — if history had taught us anything — 
when you don’t have the numbers, comrades, you need 
weapons —

PETE (Then I spot this bloke in the middle of the floor. 
Notebook and pen.)

RACHEL [on mic:] — the cops have nailed that … as have our 
friends in the motorcycle clubs …

PETE (Leanne’s noticed me notice him, she’s started tapping 
shoulders.)

RACHEL [on mic:] … and Bib, Bob, and Adolf down here. Seig 
Heil, fellas! 

PETE ( — so now the heaviest cunts in the scene are looking at 
me — looking at a cop.)

RACHEL [on mic:] Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen must be shitting 
himself.

VOICE Play some fuckin music!

RACHEL [on mic:] Yeah, mate, that’s gonna help.

She laughs.

 Nazis, commies, bikies — 

She flashes a look at PETE, and turns back.

 The cops are gonna run right over yz. Look.

She points.

 — you’ve got one here taking notes. 
 G’day, officer. [gestures writing:] Name’s Rachel Privilege. 

I am invisible? I am everywhere? I’m the reason you even 
got a job, buddy …
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PETE (Oh, great.)

RACHEL Got that?

PETE ( — fuck, Rach, wise up, cops don’t go anywhere alone.)

Whacks the sticks together four times, and the band gives a 
a huge opening strike.

15
PETE Straight after we finish I just start hauling the gear, because 

old mate did in fact get beat up, and thrown out, and when 
Taskforce come, which they definitely will now, this is 
gonna get ugly.

 We get the stuff in Tom’s van, but then someone’s got mates 
from out of town and they don’t know the way, and the 
van’s chockers already, and Deb’s like —

DEB We’ll just meet ’em at Earl Street —

PETE  — and there’s no point talking about it, it’s only ten 
minutes away, right?

 We’re about halfway there, down through Spring Hill when 
—

DEB Pete stops, like they’ve heard something.

PETE You can hear the shouting, streets away.
 Just keep goin —

A car approaches from behind them.

DEB Okay.
 I go to reach for Pete’s hand, like for some reason that’s 

gonna make things better, like the cops’ll go easier if we’re 
holding hands — ?
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PETE Turn around.

DEB —

PETE Walk the other way, you don’t know me.

DEB And then I hear Pete.
 Run — straight — at the —

The sound of PETE’s feet hitting the bonnet of the cop car, and 
then the roof.

 — cop car.
 And I just — keep walking, fast, into the darkness.
 I can hear the yelling, as I — escape.

Darkness. The sound of a car engine, from inside the 
luggage compartment.

PETE I wake up in the —
 — fuck, I’m in the boot of a car. I am in the boot of this 

fucking car.
 — my head is pounding, and I’m in cuffs, they’ve cuffed my 

hands behind my back, and yeah —

Breathes, panicky.

 — y’got me, I’m scared now.
 There’s a hill, lot of hills. Could be a mountain.
 Then they slow down. Pull over. The boot —
 — opens. And this huge fat bastard shines a torch in my eyes.

Through a microphone, PETE gives voice to the the FAT 
MAN, whose torch shines in the audience’s eyes.

FAT MAN Hey, look, it’s Pete. Pete, who likes the movies.
 Out ya pop.

The sound of PETE being hauled out and thrown on the ground.

 Do you know where you are right now, Pete?
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The sound of PETE being pulled up to standing.

 You’re in my fuckin’ movie, cob.

The torch shines in our eyes.

 You’ve got ticker, I’ll give ya that. Rushing a squad car. 
 The lads thought you were so high on drugs, you’d forgot you 

were wearing a fuckin’ dress.
 Fact is, Pete, to the untrained eye, you are doing a good 

impression of a piece of shit. What with the make up, the 
possession and sale of restricted substances, and the wearing 
a fucking dress.

 The young blokes with me would very much like to kick the 
shit out of you, and the question is, why shouldn’t I let ’em.

We see PETE briefly.

FAT MAN But, y’see, they haven’t read ya file. I have, and what 
disappoints me, Pete, is that you should know better. Your 
mum and dad, salt of the earth … your brother, a war hero, 
God rest his soul.

 And then —

The sound of PETE being belted in the gut.

FAT MAN  — there’s you, isn’t there.
 I don’t blame your parents, Pete. I blame myself. For having 

let things get to this point. That we need a Taskforce in the 
first place.

 How d’you reckon we’re doing?

We see PETE briefly.

FAT MAN I’m talking the long game, of course. Most of these — ‘punks’ 
— will clean up their act pretty soon, or move somewhere 
else, which is for the best … because decent, hardworking 
Queenslanders have no use, and never will, for antisocial 
parasites who attack the sacred institution of the Family.
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We see PETE briefly.

FAT MAN But it’s the ones who stay, y’see. The ones with some guts. 
They can end up being a real problem. Unless they see the 
error of their ways, and correct them.

 Now. The girl, the yappy one with the, y’know. Rachel. 
She’s, ah, been keepin’ notebooks, hasn’t she.

 Our files aren’t perfect, Pete, always a gap needs fillin’. So 
why don’t we pick her up? Not you?

 Because she’d prob’ly call her uncle Brian.

We see PETE briefly.

FAT MAN She didn’t tell you about her uncle Brian? Colleague of 
mine. Daughter of his own, et cetera.

 But, see, if those notebooks were to just find their way to us 
… ? there’s a lot that could be forgiven.

His voice hardens.

 These fuckwit rich kid mates of yours want a holiday. A 
few war stories. They’ve got opportunities from here to 
Bourke. They can afford to waste a few, playin’ rebel. You, 
mate, you cannot.

 Get me?

 So we pick you up again, mate, you’re seven colours of 
fucked, alright?

PETE He gestures down the road, as he walks towards the car.

FAT MAN Brisbane’s that way, bout a hundred clicks. 
 If I were you, I’d lose the fuckin’ dress.

The sound of the squad car driving away.
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16
DEB  Two weeks later.

Rehearsal. They come into the room separately.

They plug in silently, not really looking at each other.

RACHEL  I had a notebook.

Silence.

 It was just here, I swear. It was in a pile.

Silence.

 Fuck.

Silence.

 You seen ’em? Anyone seen ’em?

PETE They’re back behind Nick’s amp.

PETE counts in and they start playing a few bars of music. 
Just before RACHEL is about to start singing, PETE stops.

RACHEL What’s the problem, Pete?

PETE You really lookin’ forward to playin this, are ya.

RACHEL I reckon we’ll be fine.

PETE No, you’re right, you’ll be fine, won’t ya. Nick and Deb’ll 
just keep shovin’ em off the stage, throwin’ elbows, fieldin’ 
beer cans, while you —

RACHEL — while I — ?

PETE — 

RACHEL I’m at the front, Pete.
 Do you not want to play this — ? or are you /scared — ?
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DEB Alright, OK — 
 — at some point, yeah, I think we should — but maybe not 

this gig.

NICK Why?

DEB This one’s gonna be tough.

PETE ‘Tough’?

DEB We’re gonna be on pretty much last.

RACHEL Headline — ?

DEB More like graveyard. We’re — substituting.
 This other band’s pulled out —

RACHEL Which band?

DEB Doesn’t matter.

PETE — so what?

DEB They’re — scared.
 Same hall as last time, on Caxton. They’re pretty sure the 

cops are gonna smash this one, too.

PETE [Smacks at the kit.]

RACHEL Well, I think we should play it anyway.

DEB Of course you do.

RACHEL — what the fuck is that supposed to mean?

DEB As long as there’s an audience —

RACHEL —

DEB — couldn’t hold you back, could we.

RACHEL — gee, Deb, don’t you go holding back or /anything —
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PETE — can I just say — I’m pretty sick of playing bouncer, so’s 
you can get off cock-teasing skinheads.

RACHEL —
 What the fuck did you just say /to me — ?

NICK If we don’t play it at this gig — we might not, y’know, get 
another chance — to play it.

 I’m —
 I’m going. To Melbourne. I’m getting out of here.

PETE Melbourne.

NICK Yeah.

PETE Gonna tell us about this?

NICK The uni — they just accepted me today.

PETE Must feel nice.

NICK I think you should come too —

PETE I think you should get fucked.

NICK —
 You know Rachel’s gotta go back to Sydney, right? It’s time 

to go. This is insane —

DEB Sydney?

NICK [to RACHEL:] Well, you do, right?

Pause.

DEB Well?

RACHEL I’ve gotta finish this thing up —

DEB — and you weren’t gonna say anything — ?
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RACHEL I’ve been trying to tell you, Deb, there are other — cities, 
this /isn’t —

DEB What have we been doing here? 

RACHEL Nick’s right. It’s time to /go, it’s getting insane —

DEB What have we been doing here?

RACHEL WHAT DO YOU WANT?

DEB —

RACHEL See, it’s not my fault, if you don’t know, what /you 
fucking want — 

DEB I’ll tell you what I do not fuckin expect — from you — is 
anything like honesty, or /respect —

RACHEL When have I lied to you?

PETE What does your uncle do? 

RACHEL —

PETE Uncle Brian? Old Unky Bri?

RACHEL —
 I haven’t seen Brian, or spoken to him — since my 

mum died —

She stops speaking, afraid she’s going to cry.

DEB What does he do?

PETE He’s a /cop —

DEB I’m asking her.
 She’s gonna tell us. She’s gonna say it to us. Then she’s 

gonna tell us why she’s failed to mention it. I reckon she 
might, like, owe us that, at least —
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RACHEL You know what, Debbie?

Her cheeks are wet.

 You’d make a great cop.

NICK — stop.

PETE What?
 Can’t hear ya.

NICK I said — just stop this. This is exactly what they want.

PETE Who?

They laughs once, harshly.

 The Cops … ? No no wait — when we fight Amongst 
Ourselves, that’s when They Win is it.

 Hate to break this to ya Nicky — they won a looong fuckin 
time ago. 

 They’ve got all of us bent over — they’ve got our arseholes 
on file — and they can fuck us any time they want —

 and THIS — this bullshit —

Another laugh.

 — there’s this concept you seem to’ve missed, called Shits 
And Giggles, which is ALL that this —

 IS — WAS — WILL EVER —

Pulls out a joint with trembling fingers.

 — and if they fucked us in the head enough so we think 
even for a second

 for a second
 that any of THIS SHIT makes ANY

Tries to break the fabric of the universe with the density of 
sarcasm on the word —

  DIFFERENCE — 
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Tries to say ‘to anyone’ several times, but can’t speak. Face 
creases in anger at this betrayal by their own throat.

PETE turns away, and tries to light the joint, several 
times. Fails.

Throws it on the ground and smashes at it with boots.

Stares at the ruin of it. Looks at the others, who look back.

PETE I apologise —
 — for that thoroughly ordinary display of drug etiquette —

Pulls out another one.

 — would anyone else like — ?

Hints of smiles show through.

DEB I think, if we’re gonna do this thing
 we’d better go.

They start packing up.

NICK and PETE pack near each other for a few seconds 
in silence.

They make eye contact.

NICK Why don’t you come with me?

PETE —
 You’re fuckin kidding me.

NICK It’d be better for you than here.

PETE — and you’d (fuckin) know would you.

NICK It’d have to be, wouldn’t it?

PETE I can’t — hang around with you and your flash new mates —
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NICK It’s not like that —

PETE It would be, but. You think about it.

NICK You wouldn’t have to if you didn’t /want to —

PETE You don’t —
 —
 — know, do ya. You make —

NICK — ?

PETE You make me a sad cunt. 
 You don’t want that hangin’ round. No-one wants that.

NICK You think I don’t — 
 You think I don’t love you, because I’m /not — ?

PETE You just gotta be careful, OK?
 You can’t say shit like that, because push come to shove, 

you’re gone. N’that’s fine, I don’t care, I get it. Just don’t 
fuckin pretend.

Exits. NICK follows.

RACHEL approaches DEB, who tries to avoid her.

RACHEL Those cops — 
 They tried to get me in their car. They were going to rape 

me. And it never once occurred to me to say ‘my uncle 
works Homicide’. Okay? And that’s not like, principle, it’s 
’cause I’m not fucking stupid, ok, cause if you really think, 
for one second, they’d go easy on me, /nothing — 

DEB Can you — ?

She can’t let herself say ‘stay’, so:

 Can you make sure the drums have blankets between ’em 
this time.
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She’s walked away.

RACHEL is about to yell, but doesn’t. She stops herself, 
instead, from crying, and pulls herself together.

RACHEL alright

 one more

17
PETE It’s shit.
 From the very start, there’s a bad feeling. 
 Not enough people for the hall
 no-one gets together
 everyone hanging around in their little groups

RACHEL everyone’s watching the entrance

NICK you’ve been here for hours
 not talking
 everything smells stale
 sweat, spilled beer

DEB out the back
 sticks snapped
 bottles broken
 tossed aside
 like it’s an act of fucking rebellion

PETE give anything all of a sudden
 to be out of this half-arsed scout hall bullshit

DEB and the cops

NICK always the cops
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PETE waiting down the street

RACHEL by the time we get on

NICK still not talking

DEB I almost want them to come through the door
 switch the overheads on
 ‘alright you kids’

RACHEL it’s like we need someone to come and tell us
 joke’s over

A huge sound, as if the building is being attacked from 
outside —

The lights change. They approach the audience.

ZAK Drama … !

GRACE Okay. Hi. Yeah. Look. Obviously this didn’t really happen. 
This band only exists in front of you now. 

BRIGID Certainly we didn’t take the stage inside a hall on Caxton 
Street on November 30th, 1979.

SAHIL The Taskforce did bust this gig up, and they weren’t shy 
about using force.

GRACE But there’s no official record of it.

BRIGID So when these four people get beaten up — the physical 
and psychological effects of which will last for the rest of 
their lives — well.

SAHIL Well.

ZAK Unfortunately, it means nothing, because — 

BRIGID History had not yet begun.
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GRACE And the agonising thing, for us — 

ZAK — as artists, y’know —

GRACE — growing up knowing that everything we do, 
everything we record, is permanent —

BRIGID — will be judged — and rated — 

GRACE The agonising thing is for us is we know what’s about 
to happen … couldn’t happen to us, because history 
has begun.

SAHIL We’ve stepped out of it, for a short time, so we can tell 
this story. 

ZAK But five minutes beforehand — and five minutes from 
now — we were and will be part of history … in a way 
that Nick Deb Pete and Rachel could never imagine.

GRACE Like them, we can make stupid, pointless gestures that 
will never make a difference — but we do it like —

SAHIL taps an imaginary screen.

SAHIL ‘Angry React’.

BRIGID And, y’know, we hear you.

ZAK ‘Arrogant.’ ‘Cowardly.’ ‘Narcissistic.’

BRIGID Ouch.

Chuckles.

GRACE Stupid part is, if only the cops had waited a few years 
…  we’re more than capable of keeping one another 
under control. 

SAHIL Well-behaved. 
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BRIGID Compliant.

GRACE Ashamed, kinda? but also, not really? Because, like, what 
are you gonna do?

ZAK I mean, sure —

Laughs.

 — we’ve Googled police states, they’re bad, they’re really 
bad … but for fuck’s sake, y’know? 

 Just leave. Make a choice. You — 

To an audience member.

 You’d leave, wouldn’t you. Of course you would. It 
just makes sense. Why take a stand? For what? You’re 
invisible. No-one cares. Leave. Stop complaining and find 
somewhere that’ll take you.

 Just don’t ask us, ’cause —

Grin fades.

 — those three quarters of a million square miles? 

 Fuck off, we’re full.

A rushing sound pulls us back to —

The hall. They all look at the door, opposite the stage.

DEB sound from outside

RACHEL shouts

PETE cars pulling up
 and then these kids run in 
 like a dozen of em
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RACHEL and they’re closing the doors behind them
 like it’s a plan
 pulling the bolts, stacking the chairs in front

NICK Tom’s by the back door
 (takes a second to realise what he’s tryna — )
 ‘quick, you can get out, quick’ 

DEB his mates are there

PETE ready to run the gear out the back

NICK get away

They look at each other. Then they all look at RACHEL.

RACHEL looks at DEB. Then she looks at the door.

She turns on the mic and speaks into it.

RACHEL OK.
 So obviously the cops are outside.

She clears her throat.

 We’re gonna stay.
 We’re gonna play —

She gestures with her other hand toward the back door — 
‘get out’.

 — if you want. Okay?

She glances at DEB, who nods — respect.

 We — are gonna stay.

She smiles, an attempt at bravery.

 Pete knows what to do, don’t ya Pete.

She looks at him — he’s the one who’ll start the one song 
they’ll have time to play.
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A big hit on the door sends a shock through the room.

NICK Pete.
 Get out. Now.

PETE doesn’t move. Eyes fixed on the door.

 Please, mate. Just go.

PETE begins to sing — the second verse of ‘Bright Eyes.’

PETE ‘there’s a high wind in the trees — a cold sound in the air … ’ 

RACHEL has seized a roll of tape: DEB helps her tape the 
microphone to her hand.

A massive smash against the door echoes through the hall. 
PETE keeps singing.

 And nobody ever knows when you go — 

Smash.

 ‘And where do you start … into the dark — ?’

Smash. All eyes on the door. NICK’s hand is on PETE’s 
shoulder.

 ‘Bright eyes — 

Smash.

 ‘burning like fire —
 ‘Bright /

The door smashes open. The place floods up with light.

PETE and NICK push-start the song: DEB and RACHEL 
jump on board together.
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I FORGIVE YOU FAT MAN

RACHEL       - now, it’s 
 time we stopped complaining ‘bout The 
 Cops, and nailed the reasons under-
 neath - !         for it can
 only be the hand that feeds has
 felt the sting of our ungrateful 
 teeth!  

NICK’s bass kicks down the basement door — RACHEL 
and DEB have changed up a major third.

        ’Cause if the
 ones you love you always hurt, how 
 much the cops must love us, boys and 
 girls!             How 
 deep and dark our crimes must run, for
 this to be the government we de-
 serve!  

NICK’s bass riff falls down the stairs and lands on its feet.

           I’d
 like to thank the architects of this
 joke of a democracy we’re  
 in          this
 race that racist woman-hating
 coward bullies always seem to 
 win         but
 i forgive you, fat man              for your 
 weakness     do you understand? Huh?
 i forgive the violence that you’ve 
 forced between my heart and my tongue -

NICK and PETE ape the ‘Be My Baby’ drum break, as the 
lights begin to get shot out.
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 thank you, sir, for giving me the 
 seeing-to I’ve been needing all a-
 long!
 thank you for allowing me to 
 scream into this pillow called a 
 song!
 somewhere over the rainbow where the
 dreams we dare to dream really do come
 true         I 
 will bite down on your still beating 
 heart the day that I turn into 
         YOU - !!

By now, the cops are well inside; the only light is the 
flashing red and blue through the door.

 but are we
 grateful?       do we thank you, you cor-
 rupt and brutal wankers?             are we
 grateful?        do we thank you, you cor-
 rupt and brutal wankers?  
 I forgive you, fat man
 for your weakness
 do you understand?

NICK is struck from behind, and falls to the floor.

 I forgive the violence that you’ve
 forced between my heart and my hands

DEB is hit and goes down. Her guitar falls to the floor and 
feeds back for a few seconds.

Darkness. PETE’s drum is the only instrument left. 
RACHEL yells over it at the audience.

 and we forgive you, sleeping giant, as you
 roll back over in your tropical silence —
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 we forgive you, sleeping giant, as you
 roll back over in your tropical silence —

We hear PETE’s shouts of ‘What’s the charge … ?’  
RACHEL doesn’t stop.

 we forgive you, sleeping giant, as you
 roll back over in colonial silence - but we
 do not expect the same from you - and it’s
 not because we don’t understand - you
 know we do -

We hear RACHEL struck in the stomach by a baton, before 
her microphone cuts out.

Darkness. Silence.

.

.

.

The first chords of ‘Brisbane (Security City)’ are heard.
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